
GROUND COVER - BENCHES 
 

Ground Cover 

A tightly woven polypropylene fabric that is designed to prevent weed growth but still allow water and 
nutrients to pass through.  Special ultra violet inhibitors give extended outdoor life.  Will not rot, mildew, or 
become brittle in cold weather.  There are green stripes every 12" for easy spacing.  Great for 
greenhouse floors, nursery beds, and wind breakers.  
NOT RECOMMENDED FOR LANDSCAPING. 

ITEM # Roll size WT 

GC6X300 
GC10X300 
GC12X300 
GC15X300 

6' x 300' 
10' x 300' 
12' x 300' 
15' x 300' 

49 
82 
99 
112 

 

Ground Staples  
 
Metal staple 1" wide and 6" long.  
Used to secure ground cover or 
weed barriers to the soil. 

 

ITEM # PACK DESCRIPTION 

GC6PIN1M 1000/ctn 6"x1" Pins 

Wood Bench Fabric 
Wood bench fabric is made of specially selected grade "A" spruce lath 3/8" thick by 1-1/2" 
with a space between pickets.  The 6' wide material is woven between seven--two wire 
cables of copper bearing galvanized wire.  The 4' wide is woven between five--two wire 
cables.  The regular spruce has a natural color and the pressure treated will have a light 
green tint.  Both types can be dipped in red stain if requested. 
PRICES ARE F.O.B. ORIGIN (factory or Montgomery) 

ITEM # SIZE DESCRIPTION WT/RL 

PTSPRU450 
PTSPRU650 

4' x 50' 
6' x 50' 

Pressure treated spruce 
Pressure treated spruce 

112 lb 
170 lb 

             
                        Agra Bench by  
 
Attain maximum flexibility and square footage efficiency with Agra Tech’s bench systems.  Unique rolling 
benches have wider aisles to move crops faster and allow better access for workers and carts.  
ROLLING BENCH FEATURES: 
• Anti-tip retainers prevent the rolling top from tipping over while maintaining structural integrity  
• Peaked roll bars allow easier and smoother rolling by preventing build-up that can interfere with or 

corrode flat roll bars 
•  Galvanized steel frames are factory cut and punched for exact fit and ease of installation 

 STANDARD BENCH WIDTHS 
and AISLE WIDTH 

Bench Width  Aisle Width 

6'-6" Agra Bench 27" 

6'-0" Agra Bench 24" 

5'-6" Agra Bench 21" 

5'-0" Agra Bench 18" 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Due to the wide variations of frames, options and grower requirements, 
each bench system is designed to meet your particular needs. Let caSSco 
quote your custom-made bench system.  
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